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INTRODUCTION

CROWDFLOW: BLENDED COMPUTATION

A common thread among fields such natural language
processing, computer vision, and artificial intelligence is
that all seek to automate tasks which humans do naturally.
Examples include listening to human speech, seeing and
recognizing objects, reading text, and understanding
meaning. If they could be automated by computers, then
they could be done on demand, and much more quickly and
cheaply than human workers can do. However, for many
problems, the quality provided by such algorithms is still
too low to be used in applications that demand high
accuracy and reliability. The other end of the spectrum is
traditional human labor, in which workers can be hired to
do the same types of tasks. Their accuracy is usually much
higher than that of computers, but human workers take
more time and require more money to do the same amount
of work.

We have been developing CrowdFlow, a general
framework for blending human efforts with machine
capabilities, especially machine learning classifiers [4].
The user of the system will specify the desired speed-costquality tradeoff. The system will then allocate tasks to
humans and machines in a way that will fulfill the user’s
specification.

This forces the developer of a specific solution to make a
choice:
a)

Use all human effort and get good results with a high
cost of time and money.

b) Use fully automated methods and get less accurate
results quickly and cheaply.
Platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) allow
the developer to bridge this gap somewhat. AMT can be
used to perform the same types of tasks on demand, and
often more quickly and cheaply than would be possible if
one had to hire new workers. However, issues such as
cheating and varying abilities among the workers mean that
the quality tends to be less reliable than what traditional
workers would provide. This can be remedied somewhat
by requesting multiple judgments on each task and/or using
the workers in different roles that are coordinated to yield
high quality final results. However, this in turn increases
the cost.
The goal of our research is to expand the options for
bridging this gap (Figure 1). Our primary strategy is to
develop hybrid solutions that tightly integrate human
computation with machine resources. We are developing
methods and tools for doing this in ways that will be
applicable across a wide range of problem domains.
Below, we discuss two specific ideas we have explored.

For example, suppose a movie web site operator had
100,000 movie reviews written by site visitors and they
wanted to classify them as positive or negative (perhaps so
they could show only the positive ones in order to sell more
movies). Asking humans to read 100,000 reviews would be
too slow and expensive. Computers can do the task, but not
accurately enough for this operator’s needs. The operator
could set a budget of, say $1000, and have the system
provide the best results possible for that budget.
Alternatively, the operator could set a desired accuracy, say
90%, and the system would blend human and machine
effort automatically to achieve that target.
A key part of the idea is that the humans and machines will
benefit from one another because each will be doing the
same types of tasks. When a human does a task, the result
will be used to train the classifier, thus helping to boost the
quality of the machine. Machines can also help make

Figure 1. Hybrid services help to fill in the gap between
all-human solutions (good, but slow and expensive) and
all-machine solutions (fast and cheap, but poor quality).

humans more productive (and thus cheaper and faster) by
providing a first cut answer to the human. If the answer is
correct, the human can simply review and accept the
answer, without having to enter any detailed information
into the interface. If the answer is partially correct, the
human can fix it. If the answer is completely wrong, the
human can replace it and enter a good answer. This flow of
information is illustrated in Figure 2.
Last year, we explored a possible implementation strategy
by creating a prototype system in the form of a Python
programming module. We could connect an arbitrary
classifier via a Python wrapper. The programmer using the
module would subclass our Machine class, providing
methods such as train(task,answer) and
evaluate(task).
This version was a simplified version of the CrowdFlow
model, but it was useful for understanding what will be
needed to make it work. For financial constraints, the
algorithm simply posted as many HITs as possible given
the budget and assigned the rest to the machine. For time
constraints, the code would post many HITs and let them
run until the time ran out, leaving the rest to the machine.
Accuracy constraints are more difficult because the

algorithm does not know a priori how accurate the humans
will be, and thus it does not know how many tasks should
be done by humans and how many by the machine in order
to achieve a given combined accuracy of the output (i.e.
need exactly 85% accurate final results as cheaply and
quickly). To test using an accuracy constraint, our code
required that the user provide an estimate of expected
human accuracy. In the future, we hope to have the code
automatically gauge workers’ accuracy.
We used the prototype to evaluate the basic idea of
CrowdFlow on two problem domains: sentiment analysis
of movie reviews and detection of human figures in
photographs. Details are in [4]. We learned that making
CrowdFlow work in more realistic scenarios will entail
several challenges. First, we must be able to estimate,
within some confidence interval, the accuracy of the human
workers, even if there is no ground truth. This is doubly
important when you consider that without humans
judgment, it is impossible to estimate the machine accuracy.
Also, the system must keep updating the accuracy estimates
and automatically adjust the allocation of tasks as needed.
Recently, we have been working with economics professor
Ginger Jin and business professor Siva Viswanathan to run
experiments to better understand the labor and economic
issues that affect price and worker performance so that
ultimately, we can build the models needed to be able to
estimate, predict, and hopefully even manipulate the level
of accuracy in the results we receive from the workers.
PARATRANS: COMPLEMENTARY ROLES

Another approach is to decompose a complex task into finegrained sub-tasks that are either well-suited to the human
workers or well-suited to the computer. One can build a
continuous process that calls on Mechanical Turk workers
and computer resources, as needed.
Working with linguistics professor Philip Resnik, we built a
test apparatus for translating text from Chinese into English
using a combination of a machine translation engine and
workers on AMT. The process, which is described in [6]
works as follows. The task interfaces used with AMT are
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. In CrowdFlow humans will make machines
more accurate by providing training data, while machines
make humans more productive by providing imperfect first
cut results.

1.

Google Translate, a machine translation service,
translates the source Chinese text into English.

2.

Workers on AMT read the English translation and
highlight the words or phrases that make it awkward or
difficult to understand. Portions of the sentence that
are already acceptable are left as is.

3.

Our server projects those problematic phrases back to
Chinese using detailed word alignment data provided
by the Google Translate Research API, yielding a set of
Chinese phrases.

4.

Workers on AMT who speak Chinese read the Chinese
phrases and provide paraphrases.

5.

Our server substitutes these Chinese paraphrases into
the original source sentence. The algorithm takes the
cross product of all possible substitutions, including the
original text, to generate a set of revised versions of the
original Chiense sentence. (Some practical limits are
imposed to deal with combinatorial explosion in cases
where there were many non-overlapping possible
substitutions.)

6.

Google Translate translates the new sentences into
English yielding a set of candidate translations.

7.

Either a machine or a computer can be used for the last
step of identifying the best candidate. In our pilot
study, we asked humans to rate the candidates based on
fluency (correctness of language). Since most machine
translation engines normally create candidates and use
heuristic-based algorithms to choose the best one, it
would be natural to use such algorithms in a more
realistic deployment.

The result is a new English translation that tends to be
better than the initial translation provided by Google
Translate but not quite as good as what a professional
translator would have provided. It benefits from the
assistance of humans in two crucial steps: identifying

problematic sections and providing paraphrases. The rest
of the work is done by machines.
The output of this human-machine hybrid process was
generally better than what Google Translate provided
initially. Our evaluation using the standard NIST ’08 data
set with oracle evaluation measured an improvement of
2.46 points using the BLEU metric, and 5.46 using the
TERp metric [6]. Although the results were still not as
good as what a professional bilingual translator could
produce, the human tasks do not require bilingual
translation abilities, and thus can draw from a much larger
pool of workers. This means the work can probably be
done more cheaply and more quickly than if a professional
translator were employed.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

These are only two of many possible compromise solutions
that use a combination of different computational resources
to achieve different points in the speed-cost-quality tradeoff
space. We are actively exploring others, which we will be
sharing as results become available. The ultimate goal is to
be able to accurately predict—and thus direct—the speed,
cost, and quality of the output, in order to give solution
developers better options than are currently available.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Task UI for highlighting problematic spans of a sentence. (b) Task UI for providing paraphrases of the
corresponding source language text of problematic spans.
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